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1. Key Updates

- Newly added consumption module provides overall solution for canteen.
- Supports sending visitor’s face pictures to visible light facial recognition devices for face verification in visitor module.
- Parking module supports offline mode and showing the company name field in the display screen.
- Added more new features for Active Directory integration.
- Newly added fingerprint template API interfaces for personnel.
- Supports registering personnel’s face pictures in ZKBioSecurity Mobile Client and sending them to visible light facial recognition devices for face verification.

2. Function Updates Details

2.1 Personnel

1. Added more new features for Active Directory integration.
   
   (1) Added custom field configurations when synchronizing data from AD server to ZKBioSecurity. Supports up to 5 custom fields.
   
   (2) Added access levels and personnel access levels synchronization from AD server to ZKBioSecurity.
   
   (3) Supports two synchronization modes: synchronizing new data or synchronizing all data.
2.2 Access Control

2.3 Time and Attendance


2.4 Consumption

Newly added consumption module. ZKBioSecurity consumption is a desktop-based restaurant management software module designed to offer restaurants all necessary and useful tools to speed up service and increase efficiency of operation. The customizable options offered in the system is ideal for any restaurant type including fine dining restaurants, bistros, fast food chains, cafes, bars, etc. ZKBioSecurity consumption helps staffs to complete their tasks efficiently in line with their operational style and business.

1. ZKBioSecurity currently supports Promerc-10, Promerc-20 consumer terminals, connected via TCP/IP, which makes it easy for administrators to set up device usage, consumption mode, and operate card issuance in the background to link hardware to manage consumption systems.
2. Diversification of equipment use and consumption mode

Users may switch the device usage to consumer machine, cash register or subsidy machine any time to meet the multi-scenario consumption demand. Users may also choose to set consumption modes: fixed value mode, amount mode, key value mode, counting mode, commodity mode and timing mode.

3. Export consumption details report Excel/PDF/CSV

Personnel consumption details report supports exporting to EXCEL/PDF/CSV format, and consumption report is screened according to the time period required for the query, everyone can have a clear idea about consumption.

4. Subsidy Management

Attracts an increasingly wide audience by offering benefits to customers who are loyal to your store or to regular guests of your restaurant. With the ZKBioSecurity's consumption module, you can offer special prices to specific categories of customers or companies.

Subsidy collection process:

(1) Software registration subsidy.
(2) After approval of approval issued to the online subsidy machine.
(3) Personnel on subsidy machine to swipe card to receive subsidies.

5. Report

The consumption report includes 9 kinds of statements such as issue card table, top up table, refund table, subsidy table, card suspend and resume table. The statistical report includes personal consumption statistics table, department summary table, restaurant summary table, equipment summary table, receipt, Summary table, meal summary table.
2.5 Visitor Management

1. Supports sending visitor’s face pictures to visible light facial recognition devices for face verification in visitor module.

(1) Register visitors including face pictures and setting visitor access levels, after that the visitor's face picture will be automatically sent to the face recognition device.

(2) Visitors can verify face on the face recognition device.
2.6  Parking

1. Supports offline mode, sending fixed vehicle license plate, White-Black list, Valid Time to LPR camera.

2. Supports setting company name field and showing in LED screen.

2.7  System

1. Newly added fingerprint template interfaces for personnel.
(1) Add fingerprint templates according to personnel ID.

(2) Delete a specific fingerprint template for a person.

(3) Delete all the fingerprint templates for a person.

(4) Get all fingerprint templates according to personnel ID.

2.8 Mobile Client

1. Supports registering personnel’s face pictures in ZKBioSecurity Mobile Client and sending them to visible light facial recognition devices for face verification.

(1) Register personnel’s face pictures in ZKBioSecurity Mobile Client and configure the access levels.

(2) Personnel’s face picture will be automatically sent to the face recognition device.